


MURALITE
The Ideal Watercolor

MURALITE is a whiting, glue and color com-
position made for tinting and decorating
ceilings and walls. It is furnished in powder
form and simply requires to be mixed with
hot water. It is the most scientific and prac-
tical water mixed paint ever made for both
painters and amateurs.

MURALITE adheres well to smooth and rough
plaster wallboard, wood, paper, hollow-tile,

cement and brick; also to painted and var-

nished surfaces. Only one coat is usually

necessary.

MURALITE is ideal for ceiling decoration and
excellent for walls, especially the parts of

walls above the wainscot which do not re-

ceive hard usage. It is fireproof and sanitary.

MURALITE is made for painters, but can be
used successfully by anyone. It is easy to mix
and apply, dries rapidly without unpleasant
odor, makes a soft, velvety, charming effect

and will not fade quickly, chip nor rub off.

MURALITE is suitable for almost any climate
or purse. It is particularly recommended for

homes, apartments, offices, schools, churches,
asylums, clubs, theatres and stores.

MURALITE is furnished in snow white form
and in a variety of tints and wall colors. By
mixing two or more of these together or by
deepening them with Muralite Fresco Colors
it is easy to make any other shades desired.

Ask for a Fresco Color card.

MURALITE is so inexpensive and the cost of
application is so low, that rooms can be re-

decorated with it frequently, thus keeping
your rooms looking well and changing the
color scheme if desired.



MURALITE
Home Decoration

Don't the bright, cheerful and artistic

tints shown on these pages inspire you
with the idea of making your walls at'

tractive?

It is so easy and so inexpensive to do
them in Muralite that the idea can be
carried out us quickly as you wish.

MURALITE, the perfect wall and
ceiling finish, costs about two dollars a

room. Compare this with the cost of
other materials. Here then, is the answer
to the problem of making your walls

beautiful at very small expense.

MURALITE should not be confused
with inferior calcimines. It is a water
color of distinct quality merits. In addi-

tion to offering all of the artistic possi-

bilities of flat oil paint or the better

grades of wall paper, it is recommended
for its sanitation.

Study the Muralite tints carefully and
see if they do not suggest that some
rooms in your home could be made
much more attractive by using Muralite.

DIRECTIONS AND COVERING CAPACITY
Mix the Muralite thick with boiling hot water.

Alluw it to stand until cool. Stir in enough cold

water to make it like thick cream. Let it jell and
then apply with a good wide kalsomine or wall
brush. For further details, see our directions on
the packages and circulars. Anyone can use it

and soon learn how to produce excellent results.

No exceptional skill or experience is necessary;
simply care, good judgment and a fair acquain-
tance with a kalsomine brush.
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Barthel Hardware
Montana Glass 8C Paint Co.

840 UTAH AVENUE
Butte, Mont.
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MURALITE



Minimi miiini

MURALITE
SNOW WHITE AND VARIOUS TINTS
By Combining two or more of these, many

other tints may be made.
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